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The Decay Vendor: Timing Medical Radioisotope
Production to Meet a Fixed Delivery Schedule

Tiffany-Thao Nguyen, Joachim Arts
Luxembourg Centre for Logistics and Supply Chain Management, University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg City, Luxembourg,

6, rue Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi L-1359, tiffany.nguyen@uni.lu

Over 85% of nuclear medicine procedures are conducted with Technetium-99m (Tc-99m), a decay product

of Molybdenum-99 (Mo-99). Mo-99 has a half-life of 66.7 hours and is primarily produced by irradiating

uranium in a nuclear research reactor. Due to its continuous decay the alignment of the supply chain’s

just-in-time processes are critical. We present a basic structure to model and analyze this unique type of

perishable supply chain. We consider how to integrate a production timing decision with a fixed delivery

schedule. The objective is to maximize the viable amount of Mo-99 that makes it to the delivery given a

stochastic lead time and departure. We compare a näıve approach for determining a production time to a

greedy heuristic and show significant improvement potential of 5% on average and up to 22% in our test

bed. We also investigate how different delivery schedules allow more viable Mo-99 to reach market.

Key words : production scheduling, nuclear medicine, perishable inventory, radioactive decay, radioisotope

1. Introduction

Over 40 million nuclear medicine procedures are conducted globally every year. Around

85% of these procedures use technetium-99m (Tc-99m), aptly considered the workhorse of

nuclear medicine (OECD and Nuclear Energy Agency 2019). While its low gamma emission

and short 6 hour half-life make Tc-99m an ideal radionuclide for imaging procedures, these

qualities pose substantial logistical challenges.

Tc-99m is a byproduct of the radioactive decay of molybdenum-99 (Mo-99), a radioiso-

tope with a 66.7 hour half-life. Due to the relatively short lifespan of both isotopes, contin-

uous production is required to ensure just-in-time supply for hospitals and radiopharmacies

worldwide. Europe is the main global supplier of Mo-99 containing four of the six research
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reactors that produce Mo-99 and the two largest (out of 4) Mo-99/Tc-99m processors

(Cutler and Schwarz 2014). Any disruptions in the supply chain can delay, or even can-

cel, critical medical procedures, harming patient health and service outcomes. Combined

with unexpected reactor shutdowns, extended maintenance periods of major production

facilities, nuclear nonproliferation, and an ever growing global demand has caused the

Mo-99/Tc-99m supply chain to become vulnerable earlier this century (Ponsard 2010).

A critical shortage period in 2009-2010 triggered global concern for the Mo-99/Tc-99m

supply chain and its long-term viability. Since then, various governments and international

organizations have dedicated groups to monitor and evaluate the supply chain. The reports

published by these groups contain summaries of the supply chain’s status, future develop-

ments, supply and demand forecasts, and proposals for securing global supply. Strategies to

mitigate the impact of Tc-99m shortages are centered around addressing the cost structure

and improving coordination between supply chain participants (Nuclear Energy Agency

2021). Long-term solutions involve exploring new production technologies and construct-

ing more production facilities, but these will take over several years to realize (Osso Jr.

et al. 2012). In the meantime, chronic Tc-99m shortages are forcing healthcare providers to

ration medical procedures or implement alternative suboptimal imaging protocols (Health

Canada 2009, Rosenthal 2010, Filzen et al. 2017).

Currently, Tc-99m is mainly derived from Mo-99, a fission product of uranium (U-235)

(Ruth 2020). Plates of U-235 are irradiated with thermal neutrons inside a nuclear research

reactor. Once the target is extracted from the reactor the amount of available Mo-99 begins

decaying. The irradiated targets can only be transported by secure trucks in specialized

containers to processing facilities that separate the Mo-99 into a bulk liquid that has a

lower radioactivity level than the target. The Mo-99 bulk liquid is then transported by
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Figure 1 An outline of the Mo-99/Tc-99m supply chain

truck to an airport to be flown by passenger flights to generator manufacturers worldwide.

Here, the bulk liquid is placed inside a generator that is used to extract a Tc-99m solution

from the Mo-99. This generator is then shipped to a hospital, or a radiopharmacy serv-

ing multiple hospitals, to be used in nuclear medicine diagnostic procedures. An overview

of the Mo-99/Tc-99m supply chain is illustrated in Figure 1. Medical radioisotopes are

highly perishable and strictly regulated, so the usual means of supply chain optimization

are heavily constrained. Improving alignment between transportation and production pro-

cesses can help increase the amount of viable Mo-99/Tc-99m delivered to the market. Many

steps in the Mo-99/Tc-99m supply chain can be simplified to an integrated production and

distribution decision. Tc-99m generators are often calibrated with the end of production

time, so customers can order a generator with a specific calibration depending on their

transportation lead times. Radiopharmacies and hospitals must closely coordinate Tc-99m

extraction and diagnosis preparation with appointment schedules. Within Europe, the bulk

liquid processors are the main supply chain actors. They are responsible for scheduling

when the U-235 targets are inserted and removed from the reactor, transportation, pro-

cessing, and delivery to the airport. This series of just-in-time processes requires closely

coordinating production and distribution decisions to minimize decay loss. We created the
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decay vendor model as a general structure for modelling medical radioisotope supply chains

regarding scheduling and to help provide insight on radioactive decay timing decisions. The

decay vendor model considers the production scheduling of a medical radioisotope given

a fixed delivery time, stochastic lead time, and uncertain delay. This close coordination

of production and delivery resembles other perishable and time-sensitive problems (e.g.

just-in-time shipping, food delivery) but our model’s novelty comes from the radioisotope’s

half-life, consideration of a fixed delivery schedule, and stochasticity. Our contributions in

this paper are:

• The decay vendor model, a novel model that integrates production scheduling with a

fixed distribution schedule and randomness

• A comparison of a greedy policy that performs better than a näıve heuristic

• How the decay vendor model can be used to observe how different fixed event schedules

can deliver more viable inventory

• How reducing lead time variance does not necessarily improve the amount of inventory

delivered

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Following this introduction is a brief

literature review in Section 2. Then, Section 3 characterizes the decay vendor model and

three policies. Section 4 is where we present the results of the numerical experiment and

further discussions about the model.

2. Literature Review

Academic research in operations and supply chain management about the Mo-99/Tc-99m

supply chain is sparse. Most research is from the past decade and approaches the supply

chain holistically or specifically. Nagurney and Nagurney (2012) introduce a mathematical

model of a medical nuclear supply chain. Their generalized network model and multi-

criteria optimization focuses on minimizing the supply chain’s total operational costs,
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waste cost, and associated nuclear risks. A numerical case study of the model on the

North American Mo-99 supply chain provides further insight on the supply chain as-is, and

different impacts of cost and production capacity (Nagurney et al. 2015). The supply chain

they study no longer operates since the shutdown of the only North American research

reactor in 2018 (Ruth 2020). Their research provides a foundation for modelling the entire

supply chain of a perishable product without directly modelling the radioactive decay.

The yield and timing between nodes in their model are deterministic whereas the decay

vendor model we present is stochastic. Rabarijaona and Ndiaye (2022) also study the Mo-

99 supply chain holistically by detailing a process map and outlining potential modelling

methodology.

On a different scope of Mo-99/Tc-99m are Namakshenas et al. (2022). They use a

mixed-integer programming model and robust optimization to schedule Tc-99m extrac-

tion, procedure timing, and patient appointments while maintaining diagnostic imaging

quality. Similarly, Lee et al. (2014) consider the production and delivery of another med-

ical radioisotope, F-18, that has a half-life of 110 minutes. They develop a mixed-integer

program and a large neighborhood search algorithm to optimize a production quantity and

delivery schedule for a fixed production time. Both papers take a deterministic approach

to studying specific steps of the nuclear medicine supply chain using mixed-integer pro-

gramming. Similar methodology is also used in other perishable supply chain models.

Most perishable products degrade in quality as they approach some predetermined

level (e.g. shelf-life) before being considered obsolete. Accordingly, most perishable goods

research studies how this value degradation affects pricing optimization and/or inventory

control (Nahmias (1982), Chaudhary et al. (2018)). Medical radioisotopes can be compa-

rable to perishable products that deteriorate over a time horizon (food, organs, flowers),
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with the key difference being that there is a direct loss in inventory over time and no

instantaneous expiration time. These models mainly explore integrated production and

distribution scheduling problems with delivery scheduling in a deterministic setting. Chen

(2010) reviews literature on integrated production and distribution scheduling models and

classifies them into five categories. The decay vendor model most resembles models with

fixed delivery departure dates, where the delivery time is not a part of the decision, but in

a stochastic setting with radioactive decay. Garcia and Lozano (2004) investigate schedul-

ing optimization for total delivered value and orders served, given multiple fixed delivery

and the limited life-time of ready-mix concrete. The integrated scheduling and distribu-

tion mixed-integer programming model Devapriya et al. (2017) present also has a product

with a limited lifetime. However, both papers are still fundamentally different from the

decay vendor model due to their deterministic setting and instant perishability after a

fixed life-time. Even deterministic models that incorporate quality degradation with no

instantaneous expiration have pricing and shelf-life play an important role in the problem

(Chen et al. 2009, Fauza et al. 2016, Hussein et al. 2020). While many of the papers we

presented are superficially similar to the decay vendor model, the types of perishability

and deterministic optimizations used create fundamental differences. No other research

has combined the integrated production and distribution scheduling of an exponentially

decaying product with uncertainty.

3. Model Description

In this section, we describe the decay vendor model to determine a greedy production start

time for a radioactively decaying product given a stochastic lead time, fixed delivery sched-

ule, and stochastic departure delay. We study a greedy schedule and heuristic scheduling

rule.
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3.1. Model Formulation

For this paper the example we focus on the first two steps in Figure 1: the moment the

irradiated target is removed from the reactor until when it departs on a flight to go to

a generator manufacturer. Medical radioisotopes are produced in a nuclear reactor by

irradiating uranium targets. Immediately after irradiation, the radioactive product starts

to decay exponentially. This production yields an initial amount of viable isotope that we

denote by I0 and call this the initial viable inventory. When the product reaches a certain

age t (which is the time since its production completion), the amount of viable inventory

left is given by I0 exp(−λt). The constant λ is a product specific decay constant. It is

usual to express the rate of decay in terms of the half-life. The half-life, denoted t1/2 is the

amount of time after which half of the original product is left, i.e. exp(−λt1/2) =
1
2
. Thus

the constant λ can be determined as λ= ln(2)
t1/2

.

After the product is removed from the reactor, it goes through several transportation and

processing steps as described in the introduction. We let the random variable X denote the

time it takes to go through these processing steps and assume that X has a density fX(·)

and a distribution FX(·). There is an infinite sequence of scheduled event times, {τi}∞i=0,

τi+1− τi > ϵ for some ϵ > 0 and all i∈N0 =N∪{0}. The product can continue to the next

step along the supply chain at each event scheduled at τi. For convenience later, we let

∆τi = τi+1− τi. A list of notations that will be used in this paper is listed in Table 1. These

scheduled events will be flights for the primary application we have in mind, but they can

also be other events such as medical procedures. The sequence of scheduled event times

{τi}∞i=0 will typically obey a cyclical schedule (e.g. daily flights at 9:00am and 11:00am).

The actual outbound time of an event i may be delayed by a random amount of time Yi.

Thus the actual outbound time of event i is given by τi + Yi. We assume that {Yi}∞i=0 is
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τ0− s τ0 τ0+Y0
τ1 τ1+Y1

...

τ0− s X

Figure 2 An example timeline of a decay vendor model

a sequence of independent (but not necessarily identical) random variables and that Yi is

supported on the interval [0,∆τi] such that events will always happen in the sequence they

are scheduled. The random variable Yi has a density fYi
(·) and a distribution FYi

(·).

The decay vendor determines the amount of time before the first scheduled event that

production will finish, i.e. production finishes at time τ0− s for some s≥ 0. The time that

product becomes available for an event is thus τ0 − s+X. An illustration of a timeline is

provided in Figure 2. In this example, the products arrives after the initial scheduled time

(τ0) but before the actual departure of the event (τ0+Y0).

We let A(s) denote the age of the product as the time between the end of production

τ0 − s and outbound time of the first event τi +Yi for which it is on time. Note that A(s)

is a random variable that depends on the decision variable s:

A(s) =


s+Y0, if X ≤ s+Y0

s+Yi + τi, if s+ τi−1+Yi−1 <X ≤ s+ τi+Yi.

The objective of the decay vendor is to set s so as to maximize the expected amount of

viable inventory that makes it out, I(s):

I(s) =E[I0 exp(−λA(s))] = I0E [exp(−λA(s))] . (1)

Note that I0 is actually immaterial when maximizing I(s). The objective is to maximize

the fraction of viable product that makes it out, which is given by the generating function

of A(s) evaluated at λ.
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Table 1 Table of Notations

Notation Description

Input Parameters

I0 initial amount of inventory at the end of production

λ decay constant, ln(2)/t1/2

t1/2 half-life of the product

τi scheduled time of event i

∆τi time between scheduled event i and i+1, ∆τi = τi+1 − τi

cvZ coefficient of variation a random variable Z, cvZ =
√
Var[Z]/E[Z]

A(s) age of the inventory at the outbound event as a function of s

I(s) expected inventory viable at the outbound event, I0E [exp(−λA(s))]

Decision Variables

s amount of time before τ0 that production ends

s∗ optimal timing of ending production, argmaxs≥0 I(s)

sN näıve heuristic production end, E[X]−E[Y0] + 2
√
σ2
X +σ2

Y0

sG greedy heuristic production end

Random Variables

X lead time of the process between production and the scheduled event

Yi delay time of event i

Yo delay time of odd numbered events (referred to in numerical results)

Ye delay time of even numbered events (referred to in numerical results)

3.2. Performance Evaluation

We can calculate the generating function in (1) using the law of total expectation:

E [exp(−λA(s))] =E [exp(−λ(s+Y0)) |X ≤ s+Y0]P [X ≤ s+Yi]

+

∞∑
i=1

E [exp(−λ(s+ τi−1+Yi−1)) | s+ τi−1+Yi−1 <X ≤ s+ τi +Yi]

P [s+Yi−1+ τi−1 <X ≤ s+ τi +Yi] . (2)
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The term in the summation above can be expressed as

E[exp(−λA(s)) | s+ τi−1+Yi−1 <X ≤ s+ τi +Yi]P(s+ τi−1+Yi−1 <X ≤ s+ τi+Yi)

=

∫ ∆τi−1

yi−1=0

∫ ∆τi

yi=0

∫ s+τi+yi

x=s+τi−1+yi−1

exp(−λ(s+ τi + yi)fXfYi
(yi)fYi−1

(yi−1)dxdyi dyi−1

=

∫ ∆τi−1

yi−1=0

∫ ∆τi

yi=0

exp(−λ(s+ τi + yi))fYi−1
(yi−1)fYi

(yi)

[FX(s+ τi + yi))−FX(s+ τi−1+ yi−1)]dyi dyi−1. (3)

A similar derivation to (3) for E [exp(−λ(s+Y0)) |X ≤ s+Y0]P [X ≤ s+Yi] and substitu-

tion of (3) into (2) yields

E [exp(−λA(s))] =

∫ ∞

0

exp(−λ(s+ y0))fY0(y0)FX(s+ y0)dy0

+
∞∑
i=1

∫ ∆τi−1

yi−1=0

∫ ∆τi

yi=0

exp(−λ(s+ τi + yi))fYi−1
(yi−1)fYi

(yi)

[FX(s+ τi + yi))−FX(s+ τi−1+ yi−1)]dyi dyi−1. (4)

The condition that ∆τi > ϵ for all i∈N0 and some ϵ > 0 ensures that the infinite summation

is bounded by a geometric series so that it will converge. The optimal timing of production,

s∗ is now given by

s∗ = argmaxs≥0 I(s).

We do not consider a penalty for missing τ0 + Y0 because we want to observe how the

model behaves when inventory is the sole objective. There is only an implicit penalty for

arriving too late and missing an event or arriving too early and waiting is the subsequent

inventory loss due to decay.

Unfortunately, I(s) is in general a periodic function that cannot be easily optimized. We

will illustrate this with some examples. Consider the case of Mo-99 which has a half-life

of t1/2 = 66.7 hours and suppose that X has a Gamma distribution with mean 12 hours
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Figure 3 How I(s) changes with s in an evenly spaced cyclical event schedule (∆τi = 12 for all i∈N0)

(hrs) and standard deviation 1.2 hrs. Furthermore, suppose that Yi is a Beta distribution

scaled on interval [0, 12] with mean 1 hrs and standard deviation 5 minutes for all i∈N0.

Appendix A provides details on how to fit Gamma and Beta distributions on moments.

This event schedule represent a daily passenger flight scheduled two times a day, where

∆τi = 12 hrs. Figure 3 show I(s) for the setting described above.

This event schedule’s daily cycle creates multiple local maxima, and because we do not

consider a penalty for missing an event there can be multiple s that maximize I(s). We

can witness that behavior in Figure 3, where there can be two s∗ if we do not constrain

our search to a range that has inventory outbound at τ0+Y0.

For unevenly spaced flight schedules we can observe more interesting behavior. Suppose

that X has a Gamma distribution with mean 24 hrs. and standard deviation 4.8 hrs.

Furthermore, suppose that when i is even, Yi has a Beta distribution scaled on interval

[0, 16] with mean 0.25 hrs. and standard deviation 0.125 hours. Odd numbered Yi have

a scaled Beta distribution from [0, 8] with mean 0.25 hrs. and standard deviation 0.125

hours. This event schedule represent a daily passenger flight scheduled two times a day,

where the second flight is 16 hours after the first one, or [∆τ0,∆τ1] = [16,8].
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Figure 4 How I(s) changes with s in an alternating event schedule with ∆τ0 = 16

Given these parameters with this specific schedule we can see how different (s) affect the

amount of expected inventory outbound on the solid line in Figure 4. We can observe one

global maximum and one local maximum. The smaller local maximum occurs when most

of the expected outbound inventory departs at τ0 + Y0 with a small probability of being

late and waiting for τ1.

We note that the global maximum occurs where most outbound inventory is departs at

τ1+Y1 and some late departures at τ2+Y2. However, the decision maker typically seeks to

find s such that inventory is most likely to be on time for outbound event 0 at time τ0+Y0.

This behavior will be explored further in our Section 4. For now, we use the examples

in Figure 3 and Figure 4 to illustrate how the decay vendor model can be challenging to

optimize.

3.3. Näıve Heuristic

The näıve heuristic calculates sN so that P(sN ≥X − Y0) is sufficiently high. Given that

X and Y0 are independent the heuristic uses the central limit theorem to approximate the
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distribution of X −Y0 by a normal distribution. The näıve start time is given by

sN =E[X]−E[Y0] +Φ−1(p)
√
Var[X] +Var[Y0],

where Φ−1(·) is the inverse of the standard normal distribution and p∈ (0,1) is the desired

approximate probability that inventory arrives on time for outbound event 0 at time τ0+Y0.

It is common to use require this probability to be around 98% so that Φ−1(0.98) = 2.

This näıve heuristic is in line with practice in which plans are made to make sure that

decaying inventory is on time for the first outbound event with high probability.

3.4. Greedy Heuristic

Since finding s∗ requires enumerative search in general, we propose to use a golden section

search (GSS) to optimize I(s). We let sG denote the optimized (but necessarily optimal)

start time that comes out of the GSS when searching between the bounds
[
3
4
E[X], 3

2
E[X]

]
While this does not necessarily provide the optimal amount of inventory, the lower bound

ensures that GSS finds a local optimum where outbound inventory is most likely to depart

at τ0 + Y0. For the example presented in Figure 4, this would be the first local maximum

when searching from the right. The inventory at sG is the lower bound of the optimal

inventory, I(SG)≤ I(s∗). The GSS uses the näıve start time (sN) introduced in the Section

3.3 as the starting point.

4. Numerical Results

In this section we compare the two policies presented in 3.4 and 3.3 and delve into the

relationship between various parameters in the decay vendor model within the context of

Mo-99 (t1/2 = 66.7). By exploring the model we gain insight on how different parameters

impact the amount of outbound inventory.
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4.1. Greedy vs. Näıve

We conduct a numerical analysis to compare how the näıve heuristic performs against the

greedy heuristic. We set up a full factorial test bed of all combinations of the parameters

listed in Table 2 that consists of 17,520 instances. For each combination in the test bed,

we endow X with a gamma distribution based on its mean (E[X]) and its coefficient

of variation

(
cvX =

√
Var[X]

E[X]

)
. We also compute the parameters of Yi in each instance

by calculating the parameters of a beta distribution scaled from [0,∆τi] with E[Yi] and

cvY =

√
Var[Yi]

E[Yi]
.

Table 2 Input parameters

Parameters Values

E[X] 12, 24, 36, 48

cvX 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7

E[Y ] 1/60, 0.25, 0.5, 1

cvY 5/60, 0.25, 0.5

∆τ0 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 22, 24

The fixed delivery schedules we used were one and two flights per day. The two daily

flights schedule is modelled as

∆τi =


∆τ0, if i is even

24−∆τ0, if i is odd

where we distinguish Yi as Ye for even numbered events i, and Yo for odd numbered events

i. In this scenario, all Ye are identical and all Yo are identical. For schedules with one daily

event, ∆τi = 24 for all i ∈ N0 = N ∪ {0}. Therefore, every Yo and Ye are identical to each

other. We compute the numerical approximation of I(s) through 100,000 iterations and

common pseudo-random numbers.
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Table 3 presents the comparative results and start times of the two approaches. This

table summarizes the minimum, average, and maximum improvement percentage of the

numerical results in subsets of each input parameter’s value. The improvement percentage

is how much more inventory the greedy policy delivers compared to the näıve policy, or

Improvement %=
I(sG)− I(sN)

I(sN)
· 100.

Table 3 Numerical results

Improvement % sG sN
Input Value min mean max min mean max min mean max

E[X]

12 0.00 1.19 3.85 6.52 12.13 16.23 13.27 15.79 17.78
24 0.00 3.43 9.43 6.00 20.28 28.66 26.15 29.50 32.18
36 0.01 6.15 15.56 9.00 26.76 40.58 38.84 42.81 46.02
48 0.00 9.20 22.16 12.00 32.35 53.13 51.42 55.93 59.58

cvX

0.1 0.00 0.46 2.83 11.41 30.53 53.13 13.27 33.00 52.37
0.2 0.00 1.32 4.65 11.85 28.19 48.43 14.15 34.37 54.18
0.4 0.00 4.65 11.31 6.00 22.07 36.04 15.42 36.33 56.75
0.6 0.51 8.35 18.55 6.00 17.42 36.01 16.40 37.84 58.72
0.7 1.08 10.17 22.16 6.52 16.18 36.00 16.83 38.49 59.58

E[Ye]

1/60 0.00 5.00 22.12 6.00 23.10 53.13 14.18 36.39 59.58
0.25 0.00 5.05 22.14 6.00 22.74 52.98 13.96 36.18 59.36
0.5 0.00 5.00 22.14 6.00 22.99 52.76 13.73 35.95 59.14
1 0.00 4.93 22.16 6.12 22.69 52.06 13.27 35.51 58.68

cvYe

5/60 0.00 4.97 22.12 6.00 22.81 53.13 13.27 35.97 59.58
0.25 0.00 5.00 22.13 6.00 22.89 53.12 13.41 36.00 59.58
0.5 0.00 5.01 22.16 6.02 22.94 53.11 13.61 36.04 59.58

E[Yo]

1/60 0.00 4.97 22.13 6.00 22.97 53.13 13.27 36.01 59.58
0.25 0.00 4.98 22.14 6.00 22.92 52.98 13.27 36.01 59.58
0.5 0.00 5.00 22.15 6.00 22.81 52.76 13.27 36.01 59.58
1 0.00 5.02 22.16 6.00 22.82 52.70 13.27 36.00 59.58

cvYo

5/60 0.00 4.99 22.16 6.00 22.86 53.13 13.27 36.01 59.58
0.25 0.00 5.00 22.14 6.00 22.88 53.12 13.27 36.01 59.58
0.5 0.00 4.99 22.15 6.00 22.90 53.11 13.27 36.01 59.58

∆τ1

2 0.02 4.22 19.38 9.85 24.90 51.24 13.27 36.01 59.58
4 0.43 4.95 20.50 8.91 23.74 49.64 13.27 36.01 59.58
8 0.12 5.77 21.88 7.11 22.09 47.98 13.27 36.01 59.58
12 0.02 5.84 22.16 6.00 20.48 47.91 13.27 36.01 59.58
16 0.00 5.34 21.75 6.00 20.84 39.54 13.27 36.01 59.58
22 0.00 3.99 19.19 9.00 24.81 52.70 13.27 36.01 59.58
24 0.00 3.28 13.46 11.77 27.87 53.13 13.27 36.01 59.58

total 0.00 4.99 22.16 6.00 22.88 53.13 13.27 36.01 59.58

Overall, the greedy approach delivers 4.99% more inventory than the näıve heuristic,

and in the best scenario the greedy approach performs 22.16% better. For a product as
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critical as Mo-99, this can be a life-saving improvement and this is merely the lower bound

of an optimal policy.

The results show that the näıve heuristic can perform almost as well as the greedy

approach in certain scenarios. The improvement potential increases as E[X] and cvX

increase. sN increases significantly with E[X] since it needs to be large enough to ensure a

high probability of making the event, this leads to more time spent waiting for τ0. Interest-

ingly, differences in Yi have a relatively minor impact on the expected inventory delivered.

Note further that in general sG ≤ sN . This implies that the näıve heuristic errs by letting

too much inventory decay while waiting at the site of the outbound event. The greedy

approach’s performance also shows higher improvement with certain flight schedules. This

is due to the values we used for E[X], and how different parameters for X can deliver more

inventory based on ∆τ0. We will explore this in the following section.

4.2. Schedule

Recall the example we used to illustrate the model’s periodicity in Figure 4 and how

different (s) affect the amount of expected outbound inventory with two local maxima.

Figure 5 better illustrates what happens at the two peaks in Figure 4.

We can observe global maximum A and local maximum B. Point B is when most of the

outbound inventory is expected to depart at τ0 +Y0 with some being late and waiting for

τ1+Y1. This is where the greedy heuristic will optimize to, but we can see that the optimal

start time is at A. The global maximum at point A is where most outbound inventory

departs at τ1 + Y1. This indicates that delivering to the opposite schedule can yield more

inventory.

When there are two flights a day, the opposite schedule to ∆τ0 = 8 is ∆τ0 = 16. We

illustrate how the two event schedules are spaced in Figure 6. Given this specific example’s
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Figure 5 I vs. s in cyclical event schedules, with parameters E[X] = 24, cvX = 0.1, E[Y ] = 5/60, cvY = 1/60

τ0 τ1 τ2
...

τ0 ∆τ0 = 8 ∆τ1 = 16

τ0 τ1 τ2
...

τ0 ∆τ0 = 16 ∆τ1 = 8

Figure 6 Illustration of two opposite event schedules

X and Y parameters, the ∆τ0 = 16 event schedule delivers more inventory than ∆τ0 = 8.

We can see the ∆τ0 = 8 schedule reflected in the (red) dotted line in Figure 5 and point C

is expected to deliver the same amount of inventory as A.

The decay vendor model can be used to assess how different fixed schedules perform given

different parameters or heuristics for determining s. Figure 7 compares the two heuristics

over different event schedules. The (blue) circled line is I(sG) and the (orange) crossed line
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is I(sN). We can see how each value E[X] has a ∆τ0 the amount of inventory delivered

peaks at.

(a) E[X] = 12

0 5 10 15 20

0.86

0.87

∆τ0

I

(b) E[X] = 24

0 5 10 15 20

0.74

0.75

0.76

∆τ0
I

(c) E[X] = 36

0 5 10 15 20
0.64

0.65

0.66

∆τ0

I

(d) E[X] = 48

0 5 10 15 20

0.56

0.57

0.58

∆τ0

I

Figure 7 The greedy and näıve heuristics over different ∆τ0 given cvX = 0.1, E[Y ] = 5/60, cvY = 1/60

In general, the greedy approach performs better than the näıve, but for some values of

∆τ0 there is not as much to gain from using the greedy approach instead. These charts

also show how each heuristic also has an optimal fixed schedule. If it is not possible to

improve the lead time or uncertainty of X, using a different event schedule can increase

the amount of inventory delivered.
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4.3. Lead Time Uncertainty

Another way to improve inventory throughput is by reducing uncertainty. Naturally, the

parameters of X significantly impact the amount of inventory delivered as that is where

most of the decay is in this model. Our intuition leads us to believe that when we reduce

cvX , the lead time uncertainty, we can increase the amount inventory delivered. That is

not always the case in the decay vendor model. Figure 8 shows how I(sG) changes with

cvX . As cvX increases I(sG) decreases sharply, but then starts to increase slightly before

decreasing again.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
0.73

0.74

0.75

0.76

0.77

cvX

I

Figure 8 How I(sG) changes with cvX , with E[X] = 24, E[Y ] = 5/60, cvY = 1/60, ∆τi = 12

In Figure 9 we can more closely see how I(sG) changes with cvX . This can be used to

evaluate if the cost of reducing cvX is worth the increase in inventory. A few percentages in

inventory can be gained from reducing the variability when cvX ≤ 0.45, however between

(0.25,0.45) decreasing cvX also decreases I(sG).

While the greedy heuristic is not as sensitive to cvX , the näıve policy is. Figure 10 shows

how I(sG) and I(sN) change with cvX with four different distributions for X. The blue
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Figure 9 Zoomed in view of Figure 8 for cvX ∈ [0.1,0.4]

circled line is I(sG) and the orange crossed line is I(sN). Clearly, uncertain lead times are

much more harmful under the näıve heuristic than they are under the greedy heuristic.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper introduced a novel model for timing medical radioisotope production to meet

a fixed delivery schedule. The model formulation represents the scheduling decision under

consideration of an exponential decay rate, a stochastic lead time, fixed delivery sched-

ule, and uncertain departure time. We show that näıve scheduling approach reduces the

viable inventory at the outbound event by 5% on average across a large test bed with

improvements ranging up to 22%. Further analysis of the model provides insight on how

inventory can also be increased through adjusting different parameters or using different

fixed schedules. In particular, the time between events should increase with the process

lead time.

This model can serve as a foundation for modelling various steps in the medical radioiso-

tope supply chains to investigate how to improve the inventory output. The decay vendor

model can also be used to assess the efficiency of current production timing and delivery
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Figure 10 The greedy and näıve heuristics over different cvX given ∆τi = 12, E[Y ] = 5/60, cvY = 1/60

schedules. For our paper we wanted to explore the impact production timing and fixed

delivery schedules have on inventory. Future research exploring the decay vendor model

with a penalty and holding cost would be more relevant for an applied setting. Addition-

ally, the model can be used to explore a batch production scheduling decision for multiple

scheduled delivery events. This can better reflect the multi-echelon structure of the supply

chain, like a radiopharmacy that delivers to multiple hospitals.
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Appendix A: Moment Fitting

A.1. Gamma Distribution

Suppose X has mean E[X] = µ and Variance Var[X] = σ2. A gamma distribution with density f(x | α,β) =

xα−1

βαΓ(α)
exp(−x/β) matches these moments when the shape parameter (α) and scale parameter (β) are chosen

as

α=
µ2

σ2
, β =

σ2

µ
.

The Gamma function in the Gamma density is given by Γ(z) =
∫∞
0

tz−1 exp(−t)dt.

A.2. Beta Distribution

Suppose Y has mean E[Y ] = µ, coefficient of variation cvY =
√

Var[Y ]/E[Y ], and a support of (0,∆τ). Then

the random variable ∆τ ·B, where B has a beta distribution with density f(x | α,β) = xα−1(1−x)β−1Γ(α+β)

Γ(α)Γ(β)

matches the mean and coefficient of variation of Y if the parameters are chosen as

α=
µ

∆τ

1−µ/∆τ − cv2Y
cv2Y

, β =
α(∆τ −µ)

µ
.


